
EELE 461/561 – Digital System Design Name:  ________________ 

Homework #6  Grade (EELE461): _______ / 10 

 Grade (EELE561): _______ / 15 

 
NOTE: Print this sheet and use as a cover for your homework set.   

 

EELE 461 & EELE 561 

 

You are going to use HyperLynx to design four types of controlled impedance transmission lines on a PCB.  In order 

to design the transmission lines, we first need to select a fabrication technology.  We will use Sunstone Circuits as 

our fab shop.  The following link shows their basic fabrication technology: 

 

  http://www.sunstone.com/products-services/quickturn-proto-boards/construction-detail.aspx   

 

The fabrication process dictates many of the parameters in our transmission line design (trace to plane distance, 

trace thickness, and Dk).  All we have control over is the width of the trace.  When we select the trace width, we just 

need to ensure that it isn't smaller than the minimum manufacturable width specified by the fab shop (0.006") and 

that it isn't so wide it is impractical for the design. 

 

A)  Microstrip T-line on a 2-Layer Stackup 

(2 POINTS) 

 

Use HyperLynx to find the width of a microstrip trace in order to achieve 50ohms using the Sunstone 

PCBexpress Standard 2 Layer Construction technology.  For this stackup, you make the topside trace your 

signal layer and your bottom layer the ground.  Enter the width below and include a screenshot of the "Values" 

tab within the "Edit Transmission Line" window in HyperLynx where you calculated the width. 

 

          W = __________________ 

          

B)  Microstrip T-line on a 4-Layer Stackup 

(2 POINTS) 

 

Use HyperLynx to find the width of a microstrip trace in order to achieve 50ohms using the Sunstone 

PCBexpress Standard 4 Layer Construction technology.  For this stackup, you make the two inner layers (L2, 

L3) planes and the two outer layers signals (L1, L4).  Enter the width below and include a screenshot of the 

"Values" tab within the "Edit Transmission Line" window in HyperLynx where you calculated the width. 

 

          W = __________________ 

 

C)  Buried Microstrip T-line on a 4-Layer Stackup 

(3 POINTS) 

 

Use HyperLynx to find the width of a buried microstrip trace in order to achieve 50ohms using the Sunstone 

PCBexpress Standard 4 Layer Construction technology.  For this stackup, you will make L3 a plane and L2 the 

signal layer.  Nothing will be on L1. Enter the width below and include a screenshot of the "Values" tab within 

the "Edit Transmission Line" window in HyperLynx where you calculated the width. 

 

          W = __________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



D)  Stripline T-line on a 6-Layer Stackup 

(3 POINTS) 

 

Use HyperLynx to find the width of a stripline trace in order to achieve 50ohms using the Sunstone PCBexpress 

Standard 6 Layer Construction" technology.  For this stackup, you make L2 and L5 planes and use L1, L3, L4, 

and L6 signal layers.  Stripline traces will go on L3 and L4. Enter the width below and include a screenshot of 

the "Values" tab within the "Edit Transmission Line" window in HyperLynx where you calculated the width. 

 

          W = __________________ 

 

 

EELE 561 Only 

 

E) We want to design a 50ohm microstrip transmission line with W=0.005" using an arbitrary 6-Layer stackup.  

There are three things that we can do to accomplish this: 

 

1)  Assume our trace-to-plane separation is similar to the specification given by Sunstone and then change the 

dielectric material to get the necessary Dk.  Run the analysis to determine the Dk needed.  What is the value and 

is this practical?  Give a description for why or why not it is practical? 

 

 2)  Change the trace-to-plane separation and keep the Dk the same as specified by Sunstone.  What would the 

new L1-L2 separation be and is this practical?  Give a description for why or why not it is practical? 

 

  3)  Use materials and plane separations given by Sunstone and instead of referencing the microstrip to L2, 

reference it to a deeper layer (i.e., L3, L4, L5, or L6).  What impedance is achieved for each of the other 

reference plane options? Give a description for why or why not it is practical? 

 

   (5 POINTS) 

 


